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Question 2.1 (Your Neighborhood) 
In what neighborhood planning area do you live or own property?  

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

North Lamar 50.0% 47 

Georgian Acres 16.7% 16 

Other (please 

specify) 
33.3% 31 

    answered question 94 

    skipped question 0 

Other (please specify) 

Brownie/Applegate 

Mockingbird 

Eubank Acres 

Walnut Creek 

north of Braker-Eubank Acres 

Walnut Creek 

River Oak Lake Estates 

Walnut Creek, Brentwood, Windsor Park, Cherry Creek, Wells Branch, more 

Walnut Creek 

South of Parmer, West of Lamar area 

North Shoalcreek 

Eubank Acres 

eubank acres 

River Oaks Neighborhood Association 

Eubank Acres 

Sam Rayurn area 

Walnut Creek 

NACA 

Mockingbird Hill 

North Park Estates Neighborhood Association (just northwest of N. Lamar and Braker Lane 

intersection) 

North Park Estates 

NORTH PARK ESTATES 

Walnut Creek 

North Park Estates 

north park estates (braker & lamar) 

North Acres 

Mockingbird Hill Subdivision 

North Park Estates 

NORTH PARK ESTATES 

Oak Ridge 

Heritage Hills 

 

 

 



Question 2.2 
In what neighborhood planning area do you work or own a business?  

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

North Lamar 27.8% 28 

Georgian Acres 5.6% 5 

Other (please 

specify) 
66.7% 60 

    answered question 93 

    skipped question 1 

Other (please specify) 

Brownie/Applegate 

downtown 

CTECC/APD Emergency at 51st & Old Manor Road 

further south on Lamar near 2222 

telecommute 

downtown 

downtown 

NA  Retired 

I-35 and 183 intersectioh 

South Congress 

work downtown 

manor 

North Burnet-Gateway 

east austin 

Downtown (Capitol) 

River Oak Lake Estates 

south austin 

Walnut Creek 

Downtown 

Manor & 35 

do not work in planning area 

UT Campus 

retired 

University of Texas 

none 

none 

retired 

I work in the Menchaca and Ben White area 

North Austin Medical Center 

4900 North Lamar Blvd 

Sam Rayburn 

Zilker & North Shoal Creek 

Live 

retired 

round rock 

neither! 

Central Austin 

neither 

Tech Ridge, Pamer & IH35 



north/central 

North Park Estates Neighborhood Association (just northwest of N. Lamar and Braker Lane 

intersection) 

NW Austin 

NORTH PARK ESTATES - SELF EMPLOYED/RETIRED 

Downtown Austin 

Retired 

arboretum 

work at lake austin blvd 

Downtown 

Mockingbird Hill Subdivision 

Neither 

NA 

DONT KNOW THE NAME-183 

work in Round 

I work at Lamar and 45th street (state complex) 

Metric at Rundberg 

downtown 

Huntland Dr. 

4900 M Lamar 

downtown 

Capital Complex 

 

Question 3.1 (General Information) 
What are five things you do like about the Corridor as it currently exists?   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Businesses conveniently 

located to my residence or 
place of business 

48.1% 39 

The variety of different 

stores 
27.3% 21 

The transit services 29.9% 25 

Good access to downtown 51.9% 41 

Good access to freeways 70.1% 57 

Good place to do business 13.0% 10 

Current road configuration 

(four travel lanes and a turn 
lane) 

19.5% 16 

Easy to access as a 

pedestrian or bicyclist 
5.2% 5 

Other (please specify) 26.0% 21 

    answered question 81 

    skipped question 13 

    

Other (please specify) 

Several eating establishments 

Interesting and diverse neighborhood 

There's nothing that is really positive about it. The businesses are not businesses I frequent 

and the aesthetics and traffic are horrifying. 

The set back sidewalks with grass seperating sidewalk from street like between Peyton Gin and 



up to business area to north of P.G. 

The reasonably priced ethnic restaurants and groceries. 
Mixed use of business and residences (apts., houses) 

Chinatown Center 

need better ped and bike access 

I spend much of my life driving up and down North Lamar and know it well. It's hard to think 
of things I like about it. North Lamar has lots of problems and can stand to have 

improvements. I really like Heron Hollow - nice job! 

In non rush hours 

Good access to Burnet Rd and MoPac 

 
Fairly close to ACC on Metric Blvd 

I like that the speed limit goes up to 45 mph from the lower 40 mph further south on N. 
Lamar. I use this road every day and like that is is pretty quick to get between 183 on the 

south end to Peyton Gin a mile north of there. 

personally , that is the only "nice" thing about n lamar! 

I can only list 3 things I like about the Corridor, not 5.  Listing "Easy to access as a pedestrian 

or bicyclist" under Questin 1 must be someone's idea of a joke. 

QUIET, FAMILY ORIENTED NEIGHBORHOOD 

There is nothing about the North Lamar Blvd corridor that I find desirable or confident. 

easy access to IH35 

little park at the creek 

Lamar is best way to get to and from my boyfriend and exercise buddy's homes in Crestview. 

I like the location of the corridor but it is not an easy place to live. 

Fairly centrally located in town 

housing prices 

Residential nature of area 

 

Question 3.2 
What are five things you don’t like about the Corridor as it currently exists 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Difficult to cross (not 

enough cross-
walks/crosswalks spaced 

too far apart) 

36.4% 29 

The transit services 7.8% 6 

The way the Corridor “looks 
and feels” (e.g., the type 

and style of the buildings) 

61.0% 49 

Bus stops without shelters 22.1% 18 

The types of businesses 42.9% 33 

Commercial incursion into 
the adjacent neighborhoods 

33.8% 27 

Difficult to access from 

adjacent neighborhoods 
6.5% 5 

Difficult to make left turns 

except at traffic signals 
27.3% 21 

Lack of a complete sidewalk 
network 

41.6% 33 

Too many large billboards 22.1% 17 

Sidewalks not wide enough 6.5% 5 



Too many car lots 20.8% 17 

No shade along sidewalks 22.1% 17 

Overhead power lines 6.5% 5 

Difficult or unsafe to bicycle 

along the Corridor 
35.1% 27 

Heavy traffic during rush 

hours 
33.8% 26 

Heavy traffic during all 
hours 

27.3% 21 

Commuter traffic going 

through the neighborhood 
29.9% 24 

Not a pleasant road to walk 

along 
48.1% 39 

Other (please specify) 27.3% 21 

    answered question 79 

    skipped question 15 

Other (please specify) 

Businesses creeping into residential areas by allowing employee & customer parking of trucks 

down the residential streets.  Also granting of liquor/beer/wine licenses to "dives" like La 

Tajuana (Lamar/Applegate) where serious crimes end up being committed.  Nhood Assn 
protested granting of license to La Tajuana to no avail even though owner had criminal record. 

I wish I could pick more: commuter traffic cutting through, the overhead powerlines, poor 

enforcement of zoning and codes, CRIME, impossible to safely bike along... 

Lack of trees-impeded by utility lines 

Not pedestrian friendly-geared totally to cars 
Giant parking lots at street with buildings set back 

Amount of traffic and all of the driveways to business and apartments makes for dangerous 

driving conditions much less walking conditions. 
Long blocks without adequet ped crossings can't be iterated enough-peole shouldn't have to 

walk a half mile to cross the street if we want expect them to use them. 
Giant apartment complexes rather than buildings meant to foster community. 

to many small convenient stores that have bars acorss the windows makes the area look like a 

ghetto as if no one can be trusted a bad image to see 

Dense housing. 

Absentee landlords. 

Crime. 

The most dangerous strip of road to drive on due to: a) jaywalkers; b) too many erratic drivers 

not using common American driving protocol (no turn signals, driving dangerously slowly, 

turning left from the far right lane or vice versa, etc). It's a highly dangerous strip of road to 
drive. 

very difficult to use unless in car  - not ped or bike friendly 

crime rate / danger 

I participated in the North Lamar Area Study during the 80's.  Lamar fell apart in spite of it.  
The only reason I am responding to this survey is to tell you that I feel these "studies" are a 

waste of taxpayers' money and your time.  Discouraging!! 

No traffic light to help our  neighborhood leave the addition 

Large number of big pick-up trucks  and people park then in the sidewalks. 

Vehicles do not respect the cross-walks which makes it dangerous to cross Lamar Blvd. 

Too many jay walkers, I have seen at least 5 people almost get hit.  Too many traffic lights 

between Masterson and Rundberg. 

Crime 

Too many people trying to cross the North Lamar Blvd., other than at regular street crossing 

areas. Randolph Brooks Federal Credit Union moved out of their location because of  the 
congestion on the N. Lamar corridor.. 

Rundburg & IH35 news drugs & prostitution 



parked cars in house lots 

Brownlee duplexes 

1. The southern half is pretty different from the northern half, with much less dense 

development, fewer consumer businesses and large apartments, which means more of a 
boulevard look and feel (buildings further from street), less difficulty for vehicles turning, more 

trees, etc. Make the northern part more like that. 

2. Billboards aren't so much a problem, but flashing moving signs (like the one at Sonic) can 
be. They are unattractive, but also distracting to drivers, especially near traffic signals. 

The majority of the business buildings are "run down" or in overcrowded lots. These buildings 
need to be updated with a more modern vibe, and need to be leased to more independent 

austin businesses/boutique style shopping - less national chain stores that dilute that "Austin 

feel." 

Businesses not compatible with my demographic - wholefood eating, nature loving, artsy 

fartsy, aesthetic appreciating personality. Too many driveways on Lamar. 

CRACKHEADS, BUT BETTER THERE THAN IN MY HOOD 

Look and feel overall is becoming increasingly unappealing.   Area has a "bad reputation" 

LACK OF TRAFFIC SIGNALS ENABLING LEFT TURNS FROM NEIGHBORHOOD 

 

Question 3.3 
If you could change three things about the Corridor, what would they be?  

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 81 

B 94.8% 77 

C 83.1% 67 

    answered question 81 

    skipped question 13 

A 

Update a little so it doesn't look so old 

Better Sidewalks 

more signal lights at the streets that run into N.Lamar 

More bus stops 

Vehicles using Grady Drive as shortcut from Lamar to I-35 

the look and feel 

rip out the median lane (except where actual turns exist) & plant tree-strips 

More pedestrian friendly access 

Enforce laws and move criminal element out 

Less commercial 

Better bicycle lanes 

would like higher speed limits 

Tighten and enforce zoning and code violations 

Improved safety patroling 

light rail transit to downtown 

Better bicycle acces 

Add another through street to IH 35 and east between Rundberg and Kramer. 

remove the image of bars on the windows of businesses 

Lower crime occurance 

eliminate crime 

The look of the corridor. Cleaner buildings and more uniform codes for business appearances. 

Less Dollar store, resale appliance, flea market, and construction and maintenance oriented 

businesses 

Traffic flow. 



bury the overhead wires 

side walks 

Traffic congestion at Rundberg and Lamar 

New development to replace haphazard existing commercial developments. 

flophouse hotels 

at least one independently owned coffee shop and/or bookstore 

all streets paved, curbed and sidewalks 

Control the left turns, ie put up a median 

Unsafe driving 

add bike lanes 

Make it safer. 

I'd work on the timing of the lights 

Difficulty to make left turns 

eliminate cut thru traffic in neighborhoods 

create a more walking friendly corridor 

pedestirian shopping sites [ no autos ] similar to Domain area 

Stop jay walkers 

Raze half of it & start over.  Ugly signs, wires, buildings 

Clean up the used car/tire business 

Make it easy and SAFE to bicycle along the Corridor 

high volume of traffic 

Higher-end businesses with clean, neat, street appeal 

More "through" streets 

fewer car lots 

widen the roads/add another lane 

Beautify 

better quality businesses 

provide safer egress for pedestrians 

Better crosswalks 

heavy traffic 

Get the pedestrians out of the middle of Lamar 

Install sidewalks and bike lanes. 

Gradually relocate more upscale homes/business into the area. 

KEEP BUSINESSES (IE SHELL STATION AT PARKFIELD/BRAKER) AWAY FROM RESIDENTIAL 
AREAS 

Get rid of the building that use to be a Sams Store 

not allow any further businesses into the neighborhoods 

a complete sidewalk 

too many parked cars around houses 

Improved (and SAFER) pedestrian options 

Remove nearby housing projects 

Eliminate rowdy alcohol/porn/prostitution businesses 

Close down some of the used car lots 

Safe convenient pedestrian/bike access to transit center 

Fight the drug/prostitute situation. 

More pedestrian and bike friendly. 

I 

Get rid of car repair businesses that don't have any parking and use the streeets and they are 

encroacing into the neighborhoods 

safer bicycle pedestrian use 

Active Homeowner associations that would enforce laws 

Better pedestrian access and protection 



TRAFFIC SIGNALS AND PEDESTRIAL CROSSING BY BUS STOPS 

Get rid of the low end stores 

get rid of HALF of the fast food restaurants 

more safe, clear crossings for people who may not read English 

Remove Club Tiajuana 

Make it look more attractive 

Safer crosswalks 

More trees 

Junky looking buildings 

B 

improve ability to make left turns easily 

Increased security and safety association 

put in a lane for emergency vicheles and buses 

More shade 

More pride of ownership for businesses - like shown by the new Chinatown 

traffic 

put in sidewalks and/or marked bike lanes along curb 

More Austin flavored business - similar to Anderson area with Zingers and Terra Toys 

Put regulations around the appearance of businesses 

Less traffic 

Better sidewalks 

more and bigger lights for after dark hours 

Enforce drug, prostitution, gambling, and traffic laws 

Increased cleaning of the roads 

shade and landscaping 

Look and Feel of corridor 

Add more trees and get rid of parking lots. 

a cleaner out the the houses some look like disasters 

vigorous enforcement of zoning violations 

eliminate the homeless camping & begging 

More family friendly parks, playgrounds, and recreation fascilities 

Lack of high-quality shopping. 

put in curbs, sidewalks 

traffic 

Difficult to access Lamar southbound from Georgian Acres 

Enforcement of city codes and law enforcement in neighborhoods. 

traffic at Rundberg Lamar 

better shade & nicer landscaping 

cleaner 

pick up the trash more, general cleanliness 

Residential hotels and high volume of apartments 

make sidewalks complete 

Make use of the space underneath the 183/I-35 exchange. 

Dedicated bus lanes 

Too many billboards 

improve look of "trashy" looking businesses/bldgs 

change the look and feel of the corridor/no strip malls, more trees 

large community health center [ ex. townlake YMCA ] 

Get rid of the bar by Crockett Center 

Enforce existing code.  Lamar is a PRA!  Is it still? 

Create a park along the Corridor 

people not obeying crosswalks/ wider better pedestrian access 



Reduce the current excess of low-income public housing 

More health services 

better traffic control 

patrol with more police to keep foot traffic off Lamar 

Increase pride in area 

stop idiots who walk across street without crosswalk 

change business types or traffic flow to reduce impersonal feel 

More trees 

commercial incursion into adjacent neighborhoods 

More police coverage 

Put in more crosswalks across N. Lamar. 

Gradually force/encourage low-income elements away from the area. 

CREATIVELY USE THE OLD ALBERTSONS BUILDING ... ANOTHER GROCERY STORE WOULD BE 

ESPECIALLY WELCOMED 

Put in more business like the China Town Center 

increases safety (remove drugs/theft) 

More police presence at night 

Add a nice "draw"--e.g. a park, live music venue, or shopping mall 

Eliminate anti-social businesses that park cars on street 

Fewer driveways in northern part - design for traffic to collect in parking lots/access drive 

Clean up the litter/trash, ticket litterers 

Less driveways. 

DON'T 

We need curbs,sidewalks,better lighting for the safety of all the pepole in the area 

pull offs for bus stops to take them out of the traffic lane 

more homeowner/businessowner pride and consideration 

Better bike access and protection 

BICYCLE LANES 

Get rid of all the taco trailers 

Add lots of trees and green spaces and garbage cans to keep it clean 

regular police attention to blatantly unsafe driving north of 183 

Ticket Jaywalkers 

Make it part of a health-conscious exercise network 

Bike lanes 

Less strip malls 

Walking is difficult 

C 

Better commercial stores 

more landscaping 

More crosswalks 

Businesses providing adequate parking on their site rather than side residential streets 

pedestrians are in the road, not at crosswalks 

take down the billboards!! 

More "boulevard" styling, main street feel 

Add sidewalks to neighborhoods 

More sidewalks 

Heavy traffic 

more police patrols at night 

Traffic management 

Promotion and creation of local businesses to increase economic growth 

street lighting 

improve sidewalks 



Add lightrail straight downtown to speed up the time it takes. 

There is an usafe feel about living in this area because of how it shows a distrust with bars on 

windows and cheap looking stores 

clean up the trashy storefronts & signs 

widen roads, sidewalks, and more police presence 

put in short lanes for buses to be out of traffic when picking up or dropping off 

timed traffic lights 

Prostitution, drug dealers, and street beggars 

more police 

better timed lights rewarding a lower speed limit 

City maintain roads better 

more police, as the parking lots tend to fill w. loiterers 

Crime, including prostitution 

Repaint the Howard Johnson. 

Heavy traffic during all hours 

widen the roads for more lanes 

create affordable housing with storefronts at bottom 

Trees between north/south lanes ... an avenue.. think Bissonet aven. in Houston / museum 
area 

Get rid of the Taco Shacks 

Enhance with trees, sidewalks, ENFORCE CODE!! 

Create green spaces in the concrete jungle parking lots along Lamar 

zoning 

More trees, green, less cheap industrial appearance and more green neighborhood appearance 

A good grocery store that's easy to access--not WalMart 

fewer auto businesses 

promote higher end shopping to compete with Domain 

Improve traffic circulation 

get rid of "trash" businesses 

add green areas or shade or other instances of community ambience 

Add island like the ones being tested on S. Congress. 

A bus that goes down Lamar, all the way to south Austin 

Make it more pedestrain friendly, more like SoCo. 

Close down "Mardi Gras" 

KEEP VACANT PROPERTY UNDER THE CURRENT ZONING RESTRICTIONS. 

Get rid of the junk stores and used car lots 

Aesthetic appeal 

impose restrictions on business types and appearance to upgrade the "look and feel" of the 

area 

Create attractive surroundings and build affordable one-family homes 

Assist businesses in climate-appropriate plantings 

Fix the traffic mess at Lamar/Rutland/Rundberg. 

KNOW 

Cut down the amount of crime 

its ugly 

CLEAN UP THE TRASH  Human and otherwise 

Safer way to cross Lamar for pedestrians with children 

FEWER UNATRACTIVE BUSINESSES 

Clean up the area to improve property values 

enforce littering fines. (you can fund the whole project by enforcing the litter fines, likely) 

Shade along sidewalks; a more natural environment in general 

Remove Taco Stands 



Increase family home ownership 

Weekly farmer’s market 

trash 

 

Question 4.1 (Transportation - General) 
List three ways the Corridor should be changed from a transportation point of view 
(not only automobile, but also walking, bicycling, etc.) to improve overall mobility.    

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 70 

B 86.6% 61 

C 71.6% 50 

    answered question 70 

    skipped question 24 

A 

Sidewalks SIDEWALKS SIDEWALK through the neighbourhood 

more signal lights from the neigborhood streets that run into N.Lamar 

more bus stops 

More crosswalks - consider enclosed overhead crosswalks that don't impede traffic 

sidewalks 

(already answered this in the previous question) 

Pedestrian and bicycle access improved 

Add bike lanes 

A pull-over lane for buses 

Lamar commuter rail 

Increase traffic supervision and ticketing to reduce reckless driving 

bike lanes and pedestrian friendly 

bicycle lanes--really dangerous right now 

many more pedestrian crssings with adequate time to cross added to signals. 

better lighting on streets, 

more sidewalks 

provide more sidewalks 

lengthen turn lanes at major intersections 

islands - to be able to stop halfway across when walking 

Reduce cross-neighborhood traffic. 

side walks 

Center medians on Rundberg should be replaced with center turn lane 

Sidewalks on North Lamar! 

more lanes on East/west arteries, or 

lower speed limit together with timed lights 

need wide enough roads to handle businesses 

Control the left turns with a median, very unsafe the way it currently is with people zipping out 

every which way 

People jaywalk all the time, so apparently more crosswalks are needed 

There needs to be more local public transportation to places like HEB, Asian Market, 

Restaurants, etc. 

light timing during peak hours 

add bike lanes 

people are crossing Lamar at non-crossing points, very dangerous 

reserved lanes for bilkers 

Add sidewalks to places that don't have them 

Too dangerous for bikes and pedestrians. 



Plant native trees and flowers the length of the Corridor 

reduce all the little business entrances and exits to a few entrances and exits that enable 

access to them, but not directly from the street 

More "through" streets to ease traffice on current corridors 

enforce jay walking law 

Eliminate/Restrict vendors and beggars at intersections 

better sidewalks/lighting of same 

universal left turn lane is too dangerous 

many areas have no sidewalks 

I need a bus that truly is a "North Lamar" bus, not North Lamar for a while, then we'll go down 

Guadalupe, etc 

Install sidewalks. 

Improve sidewalk-network & plant trees along it too. 

WIDER SIDEWALKS 

The busses makes to many stops is a short distance 

complete the sidewalks 

use sidewalks 

Improved sidewalks along I-35 access road with a barrier from the road 

Light rail to downtown 

Better bus connections and fewer obstacles to walking and cycling 

Move bus stop away from traffic light and intersection 

Safe way for pedestrians/bikes to cross 

There need to be bike lines on N.Lamar, and continuous sidewalks, especially when the light 

rail station is ready at St.Johns.. 

Consolidate driveways and parking lots of the hodgepodge of businesses up and down Lamar. 

ELEVATED CROSSWALKS 

We need complete sidewalks and curbs. 

bike lanes 

Safer neighborhoods 

Fully connected sidewalk networks 

NEED TRAFFIC LIGHTS FOR LEFT TURNS 

safer pedestrian access 

more trees and shade 

Access to a shaded park or safe, natural walking path is no where in area east of Lamar 

Improve bus service 

Safer movement 

Bike lanes 

Bike lanes 

B 

Bike trails connecting to/through creekside parks 

a lane for emergency vechicles and buses only 

more crosswalks 

Good sidewalks both sides of Lamar for walking, pushing baby carriages, bicycling 

medians with left turn areas 

Bus stops inset off main roadway 

Add sidewalks in all neighborhoods 

Better bicycle lanes 

Dedicated bicycle lanes 

Bicycle lanes, which would be used if safe driving was enforced 

light rail transit 

sidewalks for pedestrians 

eliminate the excess driveways into parking lot-e.g. S.W. corner at Rundberg 



better maintained roads 

provide bike lanes 

add buss load and drop off lanes so that traffic is not stopped when busses stop 

curbs, sidewalks 

Reduce stop and go traffic, especially during rush hour. 

timed traffic signals 

Signals from Rundberg north need to be better synchronized 

More/better access to I-35 

bike lanes on east /west arteries 

need sidewalks 

write more tickets, there's tons of drivers that obey no laws through there. you NEVER see 

tickets written. not speed tickets, but turning illegally etc tickets 

More people might bike if it were a safe strip of road, but, it's not 

Rundberg needs to be windened. 

add rail/tram above/below 

sidewalks 

create transportation that covers a small area, possibly a loop, that stopped around the 

neighborhoods where people could take public transport to schools, grocery, movie store etc 

well sheltered bus / metro stations [ including fans for summer and winter heating 

Add benches and shelters to bus stops 

CURBS & sidewalks 

Install traffic lights that count down like the ones in the Houston Museum District 

Install sidewalk network coordiated with bus stops and abone-mentioned business entrances, 

and tied to at least two overhead pedestrian bridges that are above the roadway and thus do 
not slow traffic 

no need for bike changes there are plenty of ways to travel on bike and not be on Lamar 

Create special bus lanes at stops so other traffic can pass by 

more traffic lights to encourage proper foot traffic 

no safe bike lanes available/not observed-same as bus lane and general traffic 

better/more consistent sidewalks 

Install crosswalks. 

Add right-side turn lanes at critical intersections that don't already have them. 

COMPLETE SIDEWALKS 

Too many bicycles riding on a very busy corridor 

Bus routes along I-35 access road for apartment dwellers 

Upgraded bus stops 

Covered bus stops, benches, and phones 

Left turn from NB Lamar to WB Rundberg. There is a HUGE area yellow-stripe where the 

bidirectional turn lane ends, which vehicles completely ignore. If this no-traffic area is 
necessary, then put in a curb and plant trees, not just striping. If current practice shows that it 

is not necessary, then fix striping. 

Make bike and pedestrian paths flow easily all the way from Parmer to South Lamar. 

SIDEWALKS 

We need safer places to walk or bicycle 

pull off area at bus stops to take them out of traffic lanes 

Speed bumps 

Dedicated bike lanes or broader sidewalks for bikes to use 

BICYCLE LANES 

safer bike access 

less turn ins to parking lots 

Continue bicycling path that currently ends at Georgian and Rundberg heading north 

Ticket motorists running red lights 



Good connections by bus to jobs, schools, shopping, and parks 

Safer crosswalks - and more of them 

More traffic enforcement 

C 

special Metro bus and bike lane to avoid traffic slowdown 

more shade (easier to walk) 

Business such as former Sams - now hosting Saxet Gun Show and other events - provide 

security personnel to direct traffic during these events 

less visual onslaught 

Better sidewalks 

Reduce speed limits to make street less dangerous 

security 

better traffic flow to keep people out of neighborhoods 

lower speed limit 

better timed traffic lights 

provide more park & ride areas 

sidewalks 

Provide better flow into local schools, particularly elementary school around Braker. 

more cross walks 

synchronized lights where not yet in lights 

need speed bumps 

have cut-ins for buses to get out of the lane, and add bike lanes 

Something should be done about the unsafe driving patterns 

There should be three lanes going forward through the lights at Rundberg and Rutland, not 

just two. 

crosswalks could be added 

widen the road 

control cut through traffic better 

access to metro line 

Re-time traffic lights to reflect time of day traffic 

Improve inadequate parking on north section. 

Create  landscaped traffic circles on Masterson Pass and Diamondback. 

figure out how to make left turns onto and off of the corridor safer. 

Deal with signage so it is appealing, not distracting 

better bus service 

provide hov lanes at rush hour? 

Install bike lanes. 

BIKE PATHS ALONG BRAKER 

Too many people cross between street corners 

Reduced speed (although I hate to say it) 

Wider Lamar 

Lower speed limit 

Turnouts for high volume bus stops 

Make sure drivers have been trained and enforce speeding.  Lower the speed limits to 40.  Fix 

the Lamar/Rutland/Runberg mess. 

BIKE LANES 

we need better lighting and less crime 

pedestrian bridges 

more enforcement of speed limit on neighborhood streets 

More cross-walks across Lamar between long blocks 

AND PEDESTRIAL CROSSWALKS BY BUS STOP AND MAJOR SHOPPING AREAS 

crack down on bad drivers 



bike lanes- clearly marked 

Improved policing of public alcohol consumption and suspicted DUI behavior 

Improve sidewalks 

(safe) convenient public toilets 

More crosswalks 

 

Question 4.2 
List three aspects of transportation along the Corridor that you would consider 

unsafe. 

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 70 

B 83.6% 59 

C 73.1% 51 

    answered question 70 

    skipped question 23 

A 

no pedestrian walks 

to many signs at ground level makes it unsafe to turn on to N.Lamar from a neigborhood street 

Lamar and Rutland crossing 

Allowing pedestrian to cross where there is no crosswalks - must be ticketed!  Often adults with 

very young children. 

pedistrians 

lack of continuous sidewalks, lack of bike lanes 

lack of full sidewalks/pedestrian shade 

Walking is unsafe because of the crime 

Too much trafffic congestion 

Reckless and speeding truck/auto traffic 

Driving - reckless drivers in this area 

poor lighting 

no consistent sidewalks 

At Peyton Gin-the intersection is fine except that there are numerous possible entrances and 
exits with feet of each other causing middle turn lane to be jammed with cars going opposite 

directions and no clear right of way or turn taking system. 

narrow roads 

difficult left turns 

too many jay walkers(not enforced) 

bus stops and the people that hang around them.  The stops seem to attract questionable 
activity so maybe add lights and security at these stops. 

buses stopped in traffic 

Pedestrians crossing Lamar in middle of blocks. 

no side walks in certain areas 

Merge at Powell, Lamar, and Lamar access road 

Don't know. 

pedestrian crossings at rush hour 

cars drive too fast 

lack of sidewalks in some areas 

general lawlessness- the area is filled with poverty, and these peole obey no traffic laws, and 

no police are ever seen writing tickets for the illegal driving habits throughout the strip 

Mixed cultural interpretation of driving laws 

Constant pedestrian traffic across Lamar without use of crosswalks. 

people dont have many crossings away from Rutland/Rundberg 



unsafe for bikes 

people crossing N Lamar at non-crosswalks 

speeders //// lower and enforce speed limits 

Jay walkers!! 

Narrow parking lots; cars have to back out into traffic 

Crossing Lamar Blvd at the light on Masterson Pass 

Left turns onto and off of the corridor are very unsafe 

No pedestrian or safe biking routes 

people walking across Lamar 

see above 

lack of sidewalks, etc for walking! 

univeral left turn/center lane 

many areas have no sidewalks 

Pedestrians 

Sidewalks are unsafe and/or nonexistent. 

North Lamar when it's extremely busy... 

ANY MORE BUSINESSES ALONG BRAKER BETWEEN LAMAR AND METRIC 

Bicycles 

no place to easily ride a bike along lamar 

trucks passing thru streets 

Sidewalks with no barriers from I-35 access roads or no sidewalks at all (many pedestrians 

along here at all times of the day) 

too many access points to Lamar 

High speeds 

Cross walk at traffic like at Masterson and North Lamar 

Death merge for people turning from SB 183 to NB Lamar 

The N.Lamar area between Peyton Gin and Longspur is jam packed with traffic, hazardous 

drivers, entrances/exits into multiple strip malls and major roads. 

Lamar/Runberg/Rutland mess. 

LOTS OF DRIVEWAYS ON LAMAR 

having to walk along small streets without curbs or sidewalks 

using it for transportation by bike 

not enough sidewalks 

Pedestrians crossing when and where they choose, often clothed darkly 

i HAVE TO CROSS VERY BUSY TRAFFIC TO GO SOUTH ON LAMAR 

turn lanes 

too damn congested all the time 

As woman walking for exercise during weekday, I am approached by drivers for prostitution or 

possible drug sales 

Jaywalkers 

Parked cars blocking street 

Lack of pedestrian crossings 

Abuse of suicide lane 

B 

cap-metro buses stopping long times blocking traffic 

trying to exit the HEB on either side is very unsafe 

Lamar and Anderson 

Continuing stop and go traffic for events like Saxet Gun Show 

heavy traffic 

austinite tendency to create rolling roadblocks -- what is up with that? 

bus stops frequently and drivers whip around in unsafe manner to avoid 

Bicyclists barely stand a chance on Lamar 



Pedestrians dont use sidewalks 

Insufficient pedestrian walkways so lots of jaywalking 

Bicycle use - I wouldn't do so in this area 

traffic congestion 

way too much traffic during rush hour 

Pedestrians trying to get across in the midst of the crazy situations described above. 

not well maintianed roads 

speed limits not enforced 

no sidewalks 

pedestrians trying to cross 4 lanes and turning lane 

Bus stops on street versus cut-ins. 

heavy traffic 

Bicycling on Lamar is unsafe 

biking on Lamar 

left turns from businesses are difficult 

too many businesses in residential areas 

lots of poor, desperate people loitering everywhere, you get approached in the parking lots, 
especially at night. Where's the police??? 

Too much shopping available, mixed with intercultural driving laws, means people frequently 

making turns without signaling 

bus stops slow vehicle traffic 

no bike lanes 

Drivers who run red lights 

Hodgepodge of distracting/illegal signs 

Crossing Lamar Blvd at Rutland.  Vehicles run the light and the light changes quickly. 

Pedestrians crossing outside of crosswalks is rampant, not only is it unsafe tfor the pedestrians 

but when they stand around in the center turn lane it makes motorists unable to use the turn 

lane safely 

people drive way too slow and cause congestion (5-10 miles under speed limit) 

lighting at night..people j' walking in dark! 

very long disances between pedestrian walk zones endanger peds and drivers 

Pedestrians 

The lack of bike lanes. 

ANY BUSINESSES THAT WOULD CREATE MORE TRAFFIC AROUND THE TWO ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOLS LOCATED ON BRAKER 

Walkers 

High traffic makes the center turn lane VERY unsafe on North Lamar (with many pedestrians 

jay-walking) 

lengthy left turn lane without barriers 

Too much bus traffic 

Bus stop at Masterson and North Lamar 

Any attempt to cross Lamar by pedestrians/cyclists 

The access lane entering N.Lamar from 183, going north, is too short and hardly anyone yields 

for traffic at that entrance, and a lot of cars turn right at Powell lane, which makes traffic in the 
right lane on N.Lamar screech to a hault. It is constantly dangerous. 

Too many driveways. 

GENERALLY HEAVY TRAFFIC 

the large amounts of speeding cars thru our neighborhood 

pedestrians trying to cross to bus stops 

lighting 

Inappropriate land use--slow traffic in left lane 

MERGE LANE AT THE NE CORNER OF LAMAR AND 183 

crosswalk areas 



usually 5 extra cars squeeze through after light turns red 

Apartment dwellers facing IH 35 must pass through clandestine vacant lot on East Drive to 

access buslines. 

Illegal left turns 

Business street cuts that don’t let customers get off Lamar quickly 

Lack of sidewalks 

speeding 

C 

uncontrolled turn lane in the middle 

trying to enter or exit the walgreens by the sonic at rundberg 

bridge between Lamar north and south at Anderson needs a sidewalk 

Allowing more traffic to siphon off to streets like Grady Drive using it as shortcut to I-35 

cars entering and exiting Lamar everywhere 

the church school on N. Lamar with its random "I'll just make a left now and figure it out later" 

departing vehicles 

People use the turn lane for merging into traffic 

When buses stop, it causes back-ups so cars try to pass as pedestrians are trying to cross 

No bicycle lanes 

Walking at any hour of the day 

security 

no bicycle lanes 

The speed limit given the increased amount of traffic. 

traffice lights timed better for peck rush hours 

traffic speeds through residential areas 

the north corridor always has lots of people walking to the many stores and so they are always 

trying to cross Lamar at busy times.  Mothers with baby strollers trying to cross four lanes of 
traffic standing in the middle of the turn lanes while cars are trying to turn. The pedestrians are 

a big problem on North Lamar. 

too many businesses - drivers too busy looking where to turn to pay attention to traffic 

Use of access roads and neighborhoods roads to bypass heave interstate traffic. 

left turns 

panhandlers on safety islands 

traffic speed 

Pedestrians dart out to cross with no regard to lights, traffic, or street corners or rules. They do 
this at night too, very VERY unsafe. Many of them are drunk too. 

bike lanes at georgian or parkfield are parked on 

no safety for blind / wheelchair and senior pedestrians 

Re-vamp bus schedule (too many people waiting for 1L a long time) 

Crossing pedestrians darting between vehicles. 

Riding a bike on Masterson Pass and Diamondback because cars speed at 45 MPH 

bicycling is very unsafe. 

aggressive drivers and speeding with no monitoring by police except an occasional speed trap 

at morning rush hour, not productive! 

Pedestrians!!!! 

45 MPH is too fast!  Should be lowered to 35 or 40 MPH. 

COVERED BUS WAITING AREAS/SEATING AS WELL 

Large number of trucks and cars 

Lack of crosswalks 

unrestricted access to major business (i.e. HEB) 

Parked cars and equipment blocking streets 

Crowded turn lane (Rundberg to Braker) 

The speeding traffic that cuts through on Grady Dr. to get to I-35. This is a neighborhood 

street with families and kids playing, where cars speed up to 50 mph. It at least needs some 



stop signs, road humps, or those island turnarounds have in south austin neighborhoods. 

Speeding and wreckless driving. 

COMBINE 1 & 2 

the lack of lighting makes any kind of transportation unsafe 

too many drive way entrances 

police presence 

Vehicles in left lane stopping to let another make left turn but getting T-boned in right lane 

JAYWALKERS CROSSING 4 LANES OF BUSY TRAFFIC 

no bike lanes 

too much crime to walk 

To catch bus on Lamar, one has to travel a long way to safe crossing- it is easy to miss bus- 

very very few pedestrians use crossings- therefore driving Lamar is consistently frightening 
while trying to avoid darting pedestrians and poor driving decisions 

Cars pulling into left turn lane to merge into traffic flow 

Speeding 

Jaywalking 

 

Question 5.1 (Transportation - Automobiles) 
How often do you drive along North Lamar Boulevard? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Daily 57.6% 40 

Several times a week 28.8% 21 

Several times a month 4.5% 3 

Seldom 4.5% 3 

I never drive along 
North Lamar Boulevard 

1.5% 1 

Other (please specify) 3.0% 2 

    answered question 70 

    skipped question 24 

Other (please specify) 

frequently, perhaps several times a week, but I usually go out of my way to avoid the area as 
it is so unsafe to drive through there, there's almost always a close call where some bozo 

almost runs into you every time you drive through there. 

don't feel it's safe enough to use it 

 

Question 5.2 
Choose three characteristics from the list below that you would most like to change 

about the driving experience along North Lamar Boulevard.  

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Heavy traffic 48.5% 33 

Visual environment 

(e.g., numerous signs, 
billboards, etc.) 

62.1% 43 

Speeding traffic 27.3% 20 

Traffic moving too 

slowly 
18.2% 12 

Bicycles sharing lanes 
with cars 

24.2% 16 

More left-turn only 12.1% 8 



signals at intersections 

Narrow travel lanes 1.5% 1 

Cars entering traffic 
through too many curb 

cuts (i.e., too many 
driveways) 

47.0% 33 

Number of pedestrian 

crossing dangerously at 
mid-block 

62.1% 42 

Other (please specify) 22.7% 15 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

Other (please specify) 

co-ordinated traffic lights all through Lamar Blvd allowing non-stop traffic flow at regulated 
speed. 

I don't drive 

too many cars using middle lane as extremely-long-prep-for-turn aka "drive here for a block or 
two before actually turning", and too many possible left-turns means uncontrolled, consistent, 

potential head-ons from car after car making a left across oncoming traffic 

bus stops need to be inset 

The traffic isn't necessarily heavy, but I am concerned about the way people drive on Lamar 
(lots of unsafe turns and unsafe merging) 

old cars with broken exhaust systems driving 

Cars turning left from the far-right lane, with the driver crossing up to five lanes of traffic 
without signaling or looking. Vice-versa for cars turning right from the left lane. I realize this 

sounds crazy, and you might think this happened to me only once. But it happens to me 
weekly, if not more often than that. It's a dangerous, dangerous strip of road to drive. 

reduce number of lanes and traffic calming features 

Drivers running the red light at Payton Gin and Rundberg 

Vehicles stop ON the pedestrian crossing and do not let you cross when the walk signal is on 

Drivers making very unsafe decisions/actions 

Too many poorly spaced traffic signals that still don't address the too many driveways.  Need 
evenly spaced traffic signals for pedestrians and consolidated driveways/parking lots. 

red light runners.....safety violators 

A mix of left-turn problems and inappropriate land use.  Frequently slow drivers are in the left 
lane, creating traffic flow problems. 

I am an experienced, competent driver with a long record of safety. I face dangerous, 
unpredictable behaviors of drivers and pedestrians on N Lamar I would describe as careless 

and completely unobservant. It is frightening and fatiguing to avoid hurting, or being hurt, just 

to leave my home daily. 

 

Question 5.3 
Would you be willing to accept more traffic signals (and potentially more traffic 
stoppages) along North Lamar Boulevard if those signals made it easier for 

pedestrians to cross the Boulevard? 

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 65.2% 46 

No 34.8% 24 

    answered question 70 

    skipped question 24 

 

 



Question 6.1 (Transportation - Pedestrians) 
Do you think North Lamar Boulevard should be a street that is easy for people to 

walk to and along? 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 90.8% 63 

No 9.2% 6 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

 

Question 6.2 
How often do you walk to or along North Lamar Boulevard? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Daily 0.0% 1 

Several times a week 10.8% 7 

Several times a month 4.6% 4 

Once a month 3.1% 2 

Seldom walk to or along 

North Lamar Boulevard 
30.8% 21 

Never walk to or along 
North Lamar Boulevard 

40.0% 27 

Other (please specify) 10.8% 7 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

Other (please specify) 

unsavety has to do with crime walking along at night is next to never done 

I used to walk to HEB and to Lanier HS and to ACC several times a week but it became too 

dangerous to cross Lamar Blvd 

sometimes....no specific schedule...depends on car! 

It's unsafe so I don't do it! 

Too dangerous - would like to bike. 

too dangerous to walk 

I have a son approaching 18. He is learning to drive and therefore frequently takes the bus. 

Adults in our home are trying to use the bus more- this will mean far more walking to and 
along Lamar. 

 

Question 6.3 
Please choose three changes from the list below that would make the Corridor a 

better place to walk to or along. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

More signalized 
intersections with 

pedestrian crosswalks 

27.7% 19 

Wider sidewalks in 
commercial areas 

38.5% 26 

Fewer curb cuts (i.e., 

driveways that cross 
sidewalks to provide 

vehicular access to 

40.0% 28 



businesses or residences) 

Increased transit service 21.5% 14 

More street trees for shade 50.8% 35 

Sidewalks linking the 

neighborhoods to the 
Corridor 

41.5% 29 

More pedestrian-friendly 

developments (e.g., 
storefronts located close to 

the street and shaded 
sidewalks) 

56.9% 38 

Commercial sites with 

parking to the side or rear 
of the building(s) 

21.5% 14 

Sheltered bus stops 30.8% 20 

More conveniently located 

trash cans 
16.9% 11 

Other (please specify) 15.4% 10 

    answered question 68 

    skipped question 26 

Other (please specify) 

Sidewalks on Lamar itself.  Duh! 

More police protection from the transients, drunks, and loiterers looking mugging victims. 
Seriously, this area has a SEVERE problem. I very rarely ever see police in the area. 

Decreased crime, making it a safe place to walk 

perhaps over the street crosswalks so as to not create more stop lights for vehicles 

Traffic lights with audible signal as several blind pedestrians cross the street. 

high crime area -dangerous feeling to walk there as female 

Not more but better spaced signalized intersections with pedestrian crosswalks. 

CROWDED BUS STOPS ON THE SIDEWALKS 

bus stops with a curb where a bus can be out of the way of the traffic behind it.  Like the one 
on the South side (Rundberg lane) of HEB. 

Businesses along N Lamar are unpleasant, not family freindly and frankly, ugly. I do not believe 

neighborhood residents actually use most of these businesses; taco wagons, fast food that 
caters to drive through, used cars, matresses, storage, ink toner, army surplus, even the one 

gas station along long length of N Lamar has no pay at the pump and is inconvenient in an 
area that feels so unsafe. 

 

Question 6.4 
Would you be in favor of limiting the number and width of curb cuts (i.e., driveways 
that cross sidewalks to provide vehicular access to businesses or residences) along 

the Corridor with the intent of creating a more pedestrian-friendly environment?  
Areas with fewer cub cuts tend to create a better pedestrian environment than 

those with numerous cuts. 

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 89.2% 62 

No 10.8% 7 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

 

 

 



Question 7.1 (Transportation - Bicycles) 
Is North Lamar Boulevard effective as a north/south bicycle transportation 

corridor?  If you answer “YES” go to question 2.  If you answer “NO”, go to 
question 3. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 12.3% 9 

No 87.7% 60 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

 

Question 7.2 
If you answered “YES” to question 1, which three of the following characteristics 

make North Lamar Boulevard an effective north/south bicycle transportation 
corridor?    

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent Response Count 

Provides direct north/south route 

through North Austin 
77.8% 8 

Provides an efficient route to 
travel in and around North Austin 

55.6% 6 

Adequate bicycle racks 11.1% 1 

It is a good connection to 

downtown 
66.7% 7 

Other (please specify) 22.2% 2 

    
answered 
question 10 

    skipped question 84 

Other (please specify) 

hardly see bike riders in this area!   i don't ride bike so have no answer for this! 

North Lamar is a good route to schools, libraries, parks, and shopping in my area. 

 

Question 7.3 
If you answered “NO” to question 1, which three of the following characteristics 
make North Lamar Boulevard ineffective as a north/south bicycle transportation 

corridor?   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Too many curb cuts 33.9% 23 

No bicycle lanes 79.7% 50 

Narrow sidewalks 30.5% 18 

Traffic is too heavy 79.7% 49 

Not enough bike racks 6.8% 4 

Inadequate connection to 
downtown 

6.8% 4 

North Lamar Boulevard/US 

Highway 183 interchange 
32.2% 20 

Other (please specify) 20.3% 12 

    answered question 62 

    skipped question 32 

Other (please specify) 

business do not give a fell of friendlness to people i can not say enough about the image of 



bars across windows it gives a sense of untrust , 

Speed of traffic. 

Parkfield is a good parallell route 

Confusion reigns with too many curb cuts, cars dodging constantly changing challenges.  I 

don't see how it could ever accomodate bicyclists safely.  It would be one more hazard. 

Speeding traffic that runs the lights.   Several years ago I witnessed a car hit a bicycle rider 
when the car turned right and ignored the rider. 

do not ride bike so have no answer! 

If Im going to risk my life riding a bike down No Lamar I would have to ride on the sidewalk 

only, It is far too dangerous to ride in the street. Dangerous drivers with no consideration for 

pedestrians or even other drivers, no police enforcement of protections against dangerous and 
malicious behavior behind the wheel. 

I'm a bicyclist and I don't mind heavy traffic, but what I do mind is NOT having a bike lane.  I 
sometimes bike N. Lamar and feel the traffic is about to run me over due to the lack of bike 

lanes all the way up to Parmer Lane. 

No bicyclist would want to compete with North Lamar traffic on the road, so for this to be 
addressed it must be done off-road on a sidewalk that's somehow suitable for both pedestrians 

and a bicyclist. 

It would be great if this happened! 

North Lamar as-is is "ghetto". 

no sidewalks 

would YOU bike along N Lamar? 

 

Question 7.4 
If North Lamar is not feasible as a bicycle transportation corridor, are there other 

parallel streets that are more appropriate or safer?  If so, please list them below. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 33 

B 40.0% 14 

C 13.3% 4 

    answered question 33 

    skipped question 61 

A 

Metric drive to burnet or back into lamar 

Parkfield 

Lamar is the best choice if changes are made 

Shoal Creek 

Metric Blvd 

Georgian is okay, but doesn't address acessing Lamar and its businesses. 

Park Field (has better lanes) 

Georgian 

Parkfield 

Georgian Drive 

Parkfield 

Parkfield 

Georgian Drive to Rundberg, but then Lamar is the only direct option to Braker 

Georgian 

unknown to me 

Through a neighborhood is easier than North Lamar for now. 

PARKFIELD 

There are really no streets in North Austin for bicycle transportation 



parkfield 

Burnet 

North Lamar is perfect for a protected sidewalk bike route. 

None 

Georgian is fine for the south half to go N/S but there is no way to go E/W from it except at 

183 

That's the problem, there isn't really a parallel street that you don't have to take multiple 
detours to get where you want to go in a round-about way. That is why N.Lamar is as bad as it 

is. Maybe Parkfield or Georgian, but those end and you just have to get back onto Lamar if you 

want to get anywhere. 

Parkfield but it still has its problems at 183. 

no, Parkfeild is too far west and there is nothing to the east 

NONE 

parkfield 

Georgian is ideal- and- is too short of a bike corrider 

Parkfield 

Georgian from Rundberg to St. John 

Parkfield 

Georgian 

B 

Burnet is too narrow 

Burnet Rd 

Parkfield 

Jamestown 

some neighborhood streets 

METRIC 

Cameron 

A tree lined side route through Georgian Acres and Mockingbird Hill Subdiv., etc. would be nice 

to have 

IH-35 access road is best in southern half, except small segment without guard rail. again not 
way to go E/W 

No businesses to frequent on Parkfield. 

People ignore bikes and auto safety toward bikes on Georgian, such as parking in bike lane 

Georgian (during the day) 

Guadalupe Street - South to 45th street 

Georgian 

C 

Georgian 

Fairfield and other neighborhood streets west of Lamar can generally be used safely, but 

difficult to cross Lamar to get to them, and few E/W connection (eg not Rundberg, Payton Gin) 

large bushes all along Georgian are not trimmed so both bike and auto view is limited when 

approaching intersection in Georgian 

Payton Gin 

 

Question 7.5 
Please choose three changes from the list below that would have the greatest 
effect on improving bicycle travel along North Lamar Boulevard.   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Striped bicycle lanes 76.9% 54 

Slower automobile traffic 32.3% 24 

Fewer vehicle lanes 3.1% 2 



Wider sidewalks 47.7% 33 

Consolidating driveways 

and reducing the number of 
curb cuts 

70.8% 48 

Other (please specify) 29.2% 20 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

Other (please specify) 

Don't just stripe the bike lanes. Put up some kind of physical barrier at regular intervals, 
because otherwise the twits around here WILL attempt to use the bike lane as either a lane, or 

as a some kind of continuation of their own lane -- and I don't mean rumble strips, which can 

be dangerous to bike wheels, especially on rainy days. (It's easy to ignore a rumble strip once 
your wheel goes far enough of the side of it, as well.) 

wider lanes so that bikes could fit in same lane as cars 

Improved road surface near curb. 

control the left turns- people turn randomly willy-nilly through the area, don't follow any rules. 

You're going to have to have some education, too. With a growing Vietnamese population fond 

of cars, and an existent Mexican population accustomed to bikes but not necessarily to bike 
and car laws, you're going to need to provide some education about bike safety. Otherwise, I 

suspect people will be driving in bike lanes, not looking, etc. 

Wider sidewalks sounds good, but Lamar shouldn't be narrowed and the inadequate parking 
lots can't possibly be narrowed. 

Do something innovative that could make bikes a preferred mode of transportation. A center 

lane for bikes only with bridges at intersections would limit traffic to making left turns or U-
turns at major intersections. 

people in this area generally do not ride bikes! 

Driving code enforcements by police would go a long way toward improving the attitude of 

dangerous drivers along this area. Begin ticketing people for endangering bicycles so people 

begin to learn that they must give bikes and pedestrian the right of way.  This is not 
understood in this neighborhood. 

I've lived in this area for 10 years and rarely see people on bikes either on Lamar Blvd. or 
within the neighborhoods.  Most people not in cars are either walking or waiting for the bus. 

Smarter drivers? 

If the sidewalks were improved, I can see reducing the curb cuts, but only then. 
 

Bicycle lanes on North Lamar in the road is a very bad idea given the kind of people and traffic 
on that road.  It would have to be off the road, allowing bicyclist on the sidewalk... 

It is one of the secondary main routes for people who work down town. North Lamar Blvd 

should not be used as a route for bicycles. The automobile traffic is to heavy . 

Make the area cleaner, newer, and "nicer". 

I'm sorry, I can't image the volume of traffic on Lamar working with a bike lane, unless it was 
separate from the road way. Focus on more viable N/S routes, with E/W connections. 

Stores that would fit the bicycling type persons demographic. 

actually having sidewalks or bike lanes 

seperate bike lanes, not part of the street 

People who drive fast and carelessly must be stopped for their unsafe driving or bikers and 

pedestrians are just not safe. For example, I walk, drive and bike this neighborhood daily- and 

it is rare for me to successfully make eye contact with a driver, a very unsafe driving practice. 
If people's carelessness and speed were checked, I think they would start paying attention to 

waht they are doing- and the humans and animals on the roads. 

Signs to share road with bicyclists 

 

 

 



Question 8.1 (Transportation - Public Transit) 
How frequently do you use the buses that travel along North Lamar Boulevard?   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Daily 1.5% 1 

Several times a week 7.7% 5 

Several times a month 4.6% 3 

Once a month 3.1% 3 

Seldom use the bus service 

along North Lamar Boulevard 
26.2% 19 

Never use the bus service 
along North Lamar Boulevard 

53.8% 36 

Other (please specify) 3.1% 2 

    answered question 69 

    skipped question 25 

Other (please specify) 

work 3 miles from home...can walk faster than ride bus..but do ride when car is in shop, etc 

too dangerous to get to bus stop 

 

Question 8.2 
For what purpose do you use the bus?  Choose all that apply. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

For shopping 10.8% 10 

Commuting to and from work 27.7% 18 

To go out for dining and 
entertainment 

13.8% 9 

As my primary mode of travel 1.5% 1 

Other (please specify) 67.7% 44 

    answered question 68 

    skipped question 26 

Other (please specify) 

to get to bicycle routes/shoal creek trail 

would never use the bus 

Never use - not convenient for where I work 

To see whether it was a viable means of getting downtown on a regular basis. 

I do not use bus service because it would take too long to get my kids to daycare, then me to 

work. 

NA 

I don't ride the bus 

N/A 

don't use 

don't use bus 

don't use 

do not use the bus 

I never use it.  They are unsafe. 

don't use the bus 

don't use 

I don't use the bus. 

never use the bus 



n/a 

I don't use the bus at all. 

My work just changed to North Lamar, so I anticipate using the bus more frequently. 

we have yet to use the bus 

I do not ride the bus 

reduce personal emission / save gas 

None 

To attend Austin Community College classes. 

Only when car not available 

occasional use when my vehicle is not available 

Not likely to use bus. 

when car is in shop and to & from home UT football games...from Masterson to Co-oP on Drag 

& back 

To save gas and get to the Capital, to UT Austin, to the Travis County Courthouse (I've been a 
juror on several occasions), to get to SoCo. 

never use it. 

DO NOT USE BUS 

I currently do not use the bus 

don't use it 

n/a 

Movement across the city beyond my usual shopping area. 

None 

Doctor appointments, church, volunteer activities 

Hardly ever use the bus up in North Austin, because it just doesn't feel safe or friendly. I used 

to use the bus about once a week when I lived in south austin (mostly because you can get off 

at any spot and there is plenty of pedestrian friendly shops/restaurants/entertainment within a 
close vicinity). 

I don't at this time. 

WHEN NO OTHER TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE 

dont use it. 

For emergencies, if my vehicle is inoperable 

i reiterate. I DO NOT USE THE BUS. 

 

Question 8.3 
Please choose three of the following changes that would most influence your 

decision to use the bus service more frequently.   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

More stops along the corridor 4.6% 5 

Improved bus stops (shaded 

stops, garbage bins, route 
information, benches, etc) 

50.8% 33 

Improved connection with 

east-west routes 
23.1% 17 

A bus route dedicated only to 

traveling north and south on 

the corridor (e.g., a Lamar 
“circulator”) 

43.1% 29 

Improved sidewalk network 
for visiting businesses after 

leaving the bus 

20.0% 15 

More or larger bicycle racks at 
commercial areas for securing 

10.8% 7 



bicycles 

Faster bus service 52.3% 35 

Improved pedestrian and 
bicycle routes to the bus 

stops 

33.8% 23 

Other (please specify) 36.9% 24 

    answered question 68 

    skipped question 26 

Other (please specify) 

would never use the bus 

signs at the bustops saying when/how/where/etc for every bus stopping at that location! All 
other cities I've been in have this courtesy... why doesn't Austin? (Maybe such are at other 

stops, but none I've seen along Lamar all the way down to Guadalupe.) 

A stop on Lamar between 183 and TechRidge for the 101 

don't know 

Better pedestrian crossings- I like the crossing light put in at HEB - located reasonably close to 

bustops. 

more park & ride areas 

SAFETY.  I would NEVER use any of the bus stops and bus systems up here.  They are just not 

SAFE! 

won't use the bus 

A way to get to my job across town by 6:30 AM 

I don't use the bus. 

really only complaint my commute time downtown is tripled on bus 

I don't use the bus. 

Better planned bus service. 1L Bus should run between Parmer and Ben White every 5 minutes 
during morning and evening rush hour. 15 minutes at other times of the day. Failing of bus 

route is it goes too far out. 

None of the above 

The primary reason I don't use the bus more often is the high crime in this neighborhood. One 

must get safely to and from the bus on foot, and currently that is not safe, especially for a 
female.  Eliminate the drug dealers, prostitutes, pimps, and the associated criminal lowlifes that 

go hand in hand with their presence, and three members of my family would start leaving the 
cars at home and would use the bus about 4 times a week. 

Not likely to use bus. 

work 3 miles from home....bus takes too long from work in pm....over a hour because of 

poor/slow connections east on Braker to N Lamar to Masterson Pass ..can walk faster than ride 

bus! 

I have a car.  I am spoiled when it comes to driving downtown to work because it's so much 

faster! 

Why doesn't the #1 go DOWN LAMAR???? 

direct route to Lake austin blvd if possible 

access road circulator (limited hours, stop within apartment complexes, transport to transit 
center, HEB, rec facilities). more bike racks on busses - busses to Tech Ridge very often have 

their two slots filled by the time they get here. 

Nothing would make me use the bus more often at this time.  I'd have to be in a large cooler 

city such as DC, Munich, London, Budapest, Syndey, etc to use public transportation which I 

have.  Or I'd need to be riding the UT shuttle bus to classes again. The public transportation 
would have to go where I need to go and fit my demographic.  I'd have to feel safe also.  Until 

parking, gas and insurance are unaffordable - Austin public transportation is inefficient. 

safer stops....with no transients, gangs etc. 

Buses running on time. 

 

 



Question 9.1 (Land Use) 
List three land uses (types or specific examples) that you would like to see less of 

along the Corridor. By land use, this survey refers to uses such as restaurants, car 
washes, offices, etc. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 60 

B 91.1% 53 

C 73.2% 43 

    answered question 60 

    skipped question 34 

A 

cheap hotels/motels 

Bars, drinking establishments 

bargain shops 

large-franchise fast food: there's enough already, thanks. 

Warehouse looking buildings 

appliance repair 

Less dollar/discount/auto parts stores 

Automobile sales, repairs and service 

Not-reputable businesses with poor signage 

car lots 

offices 

less cheap looking convenient stores 

bars 

Parking lots 

Less Mexican and Asian market style shops, like the dollar stores. 

requires an answer 

Junk shops 

Junk shops (thrift shops) 

auto repair 

TACO STANDS 

car lots 

Residential hotels 

multi-family housing 

Auto Repair 

adult entertainment 

buisnesses ok.  beautification just doesn't make exist 

automotive stores 

car sale lots 

Stand-alone small businesses, no landscaping, trashy 

Car lots, service stations, car washes 

dollar stores 

cheap trash/junk stores! 

Any use that would be detractive in appearance or in need of maintenance 

fast food 

fast food restaurants 

Used car lots. 

Low income & section-8 housing. 

GAS STATIONS 

Used cars 



flea markets (crockett center) 

HEB 

Fast food restaurants 

Pawn shops 

Apartments 

Used car lots 

high traffic (fast food, dense housing) 

Stores with cheap products that don't last. 

PAWN SHOPS 

hub cap store 

MEXICAN GROCERY STORES 

Low-end motels 

AUTO REPAIR 

less fast food 

chaep motels/ storage units/ used car lots/ cheap cell phone rental/ delivery only pizza/ 

strip mall chain stores 

Taco Stands 

Car-related businesses 

Fast food restaurants 

Fast food restaurants 

Car lots 

B 

fewer user car fixing places and lots 

Auto sales & Auto Repairs 

pawn shops 

discount constantly "going out of business sale" furniture stores 

Dirty strip centers (the Asian center is fine, the others are not) 

any business that is kept in poor visual shape 

Less multifamily residences 

light industrial 

Short, old buildings housing little of economic value 

seedy night life 

financial institutions 

less pawn shops 

used car lots 

Parking lots 

less of the junk sales stores like the used appliances, tires, cars, 

Flea markets 

Fast food 

fast food 

SMALL PORTABLE BUSINESSES 

fast food restaurants 

Low-cost, low-quality, predatory business (Payless, Check Cashing, etc) 

pawn shops 

car wash 

car washes 

dollar stores 

shopping centers 

XXX bookstore, bars 

fast-food restaurants 

fast food 

used car lots/gas stations 



pawn shops 

Car washes. 

Fewer "dollar stores". 

CONVENIENCE STORES 

Bars 

HEB car gasoline 

Closed/condemned properties 

Liquor stores 

Motels 

auto shops 

paved 

Flea markets and convenient stores. 

JUNK FURNITURE STORES 

easy loan 

TACO SHACKS 

Strip clubs--especially low end 

INDUSTRIAL 

less dollar stores 

strip shopping with businesses that remain for short periods or are vacant 

used car dealers/mechanics 

Car lots 

Hotels 

Auto parts stores 

C 

Car Washes 

temporary food stands 

pawn shops & places that specialize in check-cashing 

Establishments like Dreamers 

Less fast food restaurants 

heavy commercial 

adult businesses 

car lots 

less cheap restruants 

dollar stores 

Parking lots 

adult entertainment and also the many repair shops 

Low-quality retail (with slovenly signage) 

GAS STATIONS 

gas stations 

Apartments 

car repair places 

pawn shop 

fast food chains 

fast food restaurants 

strip centers w. no cohesion, signs, colors, etc. 

Convenience stores 

convenience stores/"beer joints" 

auto sales 

Fast food restaurants (if Mayor Wynn wants us to be America's "Fittest City", these have GOT 

to go!!!) 

BARS 

Too many small stripe centers 



mexican restaurant 

Convenient stores 

Auto sales/repair 

Anti-social CAR related businesses 

loud/bright (operating when neighbors are trying to sleep) 

Stores that don't fit my demographic well. 

MULTI FAMILY HOUSING 

WEEKEND VENDING (FLEA MARKETS) 

Fast food restaurants 

FAST FOOD 

less taco trucks- are they even licensed???? 

congested intersection drive-through fast food restaurants 

cheap hotel chains that have one-hour rooms 

Dive Bars 

Warehouses 

Mexican only biz - don’t speak English or welcome non-hispanics 

 

Question 9.2 
List three land uses (types or specific examples) that you would like to see more of 

along the Corridor. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 59 

B 83.9% 50 

C 75.0% 45 

    answered question 59 

    skipped question 35 

A 

better restaurants 

Offices 

restaurants 

single-owner (non-franchise) restaurants 

Locally owned restaurants 

local vendors 

small grocery store 

mixed use retail/office/residential 

Coffee shops, restaurants 

restaurants 

restaurants 

clothing sores that are clean and well lighted 

parks 

music venues-this is Austin,too! 

book stores and libraries 

restaurants, not fast food, sit down with service 

Restaurants 

Leave it up to the developers and land owners. 

coffee shop/cafe 

UPSCALE CAFES 

non-chain restaurants 

Restaurants 

multi-use commercial... shops on bottom, apts on top 



light office 

live music venue 

community centers/health and fitness center /youth center 

book stores 

open park like spaces 

More "LO" 

Cultural venues such as a theatre 

health services- physicians, dentists, etc. 

nicer retail businesses....NO WAL-MART! 

Uses that complement existing businesses. 

farmers market type stores with fresh produce 

neighboorhood coffee shops 

Cultural destinations such as museums. 

Chinese places.  :-) 

PARKS 

More like China Town 

restaurants 

home depot 

Restaurants (other than fast food) 

Restaurants 

Medium size retail stores selling clothing, household goods, and furniture 

Restaurants 

vegetation 

Whole food type grocery stores. 

SEE BELOW 

medium size retail 

NICER SHOPPING CENTERS- LITTER / VAGRANT FREE 

More cafes or coffee shops 

OFFICE BUILDINGS 

coffee house/cafe 

Family friendly restaurants, recreation activities, park, swimming 

Mixed use living condos/retail (like they are building in south and east austin), which brings our 
pedestrian traffic 

Non-chain restaurants 

Clothing and household goods 

Grocery stores 

Natural grocery 

B 

better multi-ethnic shopping centers wiht SMALL parking lots (unlike chinatown) 

Medical Buildings 

local-use businesses (groceries, services/repair) 

Locally owned small businesses 

cafes 

banks 

light retail 

Thrift stores, boutiques 

personal services/grocery 

shops 

a cleaner looking heb store it looks like a ghetto store at lamar and rundburg 

entertainment venues 

plant nursery, flowers 

recreation and entertainment (like movie theatres and gyms) 



Entertainment 

Leave it up to the developers and land owners. 

bookstore 

SPA 

local non-chain shopping businesses 

Boutique groceries, smaller more specialized stores 

salon/personal care 

cafe 

parks  / senior activity center 

art galleries 

office buildings 

Less "C" 

Park with a soccer field and walking track 

a decent grocery store 

nice big CLEAN grocery store! 

coffe outlets like Starbucks or Einsteins 

Nicer restraunts, like those found in Chinatown Center. 

FAMILY RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES (POOLS, ETC) 

The new center at Braker and N. Lamar 

offices 

Offices 

Retail 

Quiet restaurants 

low traffic (eg engine rebuilder, office, storage) 

Variety of quality family owned shops. 

EXTEND BETTER BUSINESSES ON LAMAR AT LEAST TO PARMER 

VARIETY OF RESTAURANTS LITTER / VAGRANT FREE 

Puble gathering for outdoor concerts by neighborhood bands 

SHOPPING CENTERS 

book store 

Affordable housing/apartments/ low income elderly housing 

Unique austin businesses/boutique retail/coffee shops 

Grocery store 

Furniture stores 

Health food stores 

Jason’s Deli or Soup or Salad 

C 

park and green space with trails and creek 

Large, newer grocery store 

bookstores. we need a bookstore up this way!! 

Another grocery store 

family oriented retail 

coffee shops 

professional offices that don't have a lot of traffic 

Home furniture and rebuilding stores 

offices 

entertainment 

any good business that gives a sense of trust for those who may use it 

landscaped esplanades 

small retail-non-chain 

clothing and apparel 

Higher-quality shopping (that won't become an eyesore) 



Leave it up to the developers and land owners. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

nicer offices 

Local business is always good, and there is a considerable amount along this strip, although 

more and more chain business are appearing 

small retail 

prominent police/fire/EMS substation 

individually owned clothing stores 

mixed condo/retail space 

Landscaping, ORDERLINESS.  It's a spreading slum. 

Outdoor amphitheater 

good family enertainment facility 

community center or place to play or hear music 

Another grocery store near Braker Lane and N. Lamar. 

OFFICES 

Entertainment venues 

Professional Offices 

Basketball court and shaded walking/running route through area 

anything with clustered buildings (larger building, then open space) rather than tiny lot with 

building, tiny lot with building, etc 

Book stores. 

EXTEND BETTER BUSINESSES ON BRAKER FROM I35 TO BURNET 

MOVIE THEATERS   LITTER/ VAGRANT FREE 

Public gathering for indoor activities for educational purposes like cooking classes or health 
seminars.  Neighborhood pub with safe-feel environment 

PARK 

green grocery/farmers market 

Library that is safe, attractive, and accessible 

Friendlier and Welcoming parks! There is such a lack of an outdoor feel along N.Lamar, it is 

very much a "trapped in your car, commuter feel until you get to a happier part of austin" Even 
though the parks along the corridor are small, they can be beautifed and maintained much 

better, so families can come out and enjoy them instead of transients. 

Funky Retail Shops 

Home ownership 

Photo shops 

Higher quality restaurants; COFFEE HOUSE 

 

Question 9.3 
Which types of retail business listed below would you most prefer to be located 
along the Corridor?  Please make five selections. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Cafes / restaurants 80.4% 47 

Convenience stores 1.8% 1 

Small retail stores 50.0% 29 

Salons, barber shops, and spas 39.3% 23 

Entertainment venues (music, 
movies, theater, etc) 

53.6% 32 

Fast-food restaurants 8.9% 6 

Financial institutions (banks, 

credit unions, etc.) 
32.1% 19 

Small “corner store” type 35.7% 20 



grocery stores 

Automobile-oriented commercial 

uses (car lots, car washing, car 
renting, service stations, etc.) 

3.6% 2 

Specialty boutiques (clothing, 

gift, small plant nursery, 
specialty shops, etc) 

73.2% 42 

Large grocery store 33.9% 20 

Large retail stores 10.7% 7 

Large restaurants 14.3% 9 

Other (please specify) 28.6% 17 

    answered question 59 

    skipped question 35 

Other (please specify) 

commercial business, like AMD or IBM facility .. not for assembly/warehouse but better office 

facility 

Medical Buildilngs - dentist, physician 

BOOKSTORES. How can the rest of Austin have so many bookstores and I have to drive all the 
way to that overpriced-excuse-for-a-designed-neighborhood "parking, you want parking, too?" 

Domain, or halfway down Lamar to Half Price, or over to the Arborwhateveritis for B&N or 

Borders (like I can tell them apart). Okay, we need bookstores AND a library (that isn't the size 
of a two-car garage, that is). 

anything but the shady businesses that seem to line the corridor now- gambling establishments 
masquerading as convenience stores, no-name fly-by-night wholesalers, etc. Also a park or 

greenspace is very necessary. 

a local bar is okay so long as it is clean and matching the evornment 

Books 

Local businesses. Let North Lamar have its own feel, not be just another strip with Walgreens, 
KFC, etc on it. 

gym (no the YMCA does not count - it's set way back from the street) 

"I can dream, can't I?"  Sorry for the sarcasm, but it's not going to happen if something major 

isn't done soon.  I just don't see that happening. 

Performing arts venue (theatre) 
Green space 

just better quality businesses. BUT, people living in this area are not financially able to support 

better quality.....therefore the cheap junk stores!  would love to have nice BIG CLEAN 
HEB.....this one is awful!  too small, crowded, DIRTY, no parking, etc 

Businesses that are successful 

farmers market type stores selling fresh produce 

Quality stores or Keep Austin Weird type stores.  I'm not a big shopper really but it is the 
appearance of the shops that turn me off.  Appear poor quality. 

farmers market, green grocer 

there is no place to shop for groceries here unless you are willing to go into HEB and take a 
long time to pick up anything 

Coffee house 

 

Question 9.4 
List three locations where you would most like to see new development occur along 
the Corridor.   

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 59 

B 73.2% 43 



C 60.7% 36 

    answered question 59 

    skipped question 35 

A 

Rundberg/Lamar 

New Office/retail/medical to replace old Sams used for Saxet Gun Show 

replace existing ugliness 

Tear down that Andersons' grocery store and put in, well, anything. 

Braker and North Lamar (empty Albertson's) 

just north of North of Braker but south of Walnut Creek Park 

lamar between 183 and braker 

old Albertson's store 

N/A 

Braker/Lamar intersection 

Lamar and Rundberg 

lamar and rundburg better looking and cleaner 

near Chinatown 

Between 183 and Peyton Gin has great potential because of the sidewalk set back to be very 

lovely. 

Along Lamar Between Braker and Parmer, this area needs the most cleaning up (also along the 

access road of IH35 between Braker and Parmer 

requires an answer 

Upgrading existing developments 

Braker & Lamar 

abandoned lot at Braker & Lamar 

Rundberg ln 

rundbergh 

That huge parcel that used to host the gun show, then boxing, and is not some inside market 

(east side, near Chuy's) 

in the strip malls around rutland/lamar 

south of Kramer 

not sure 

Braker at North Lamar 

braker and lamar 

Crocket Center (PLEASE GET RID OF IT AND THAT BAR!!!) 

Payton Gin to Rundberg 

south of Rundberg 

Braker & North Lamar 

rundburg to masterson 

Between 183 and Rundberg 

183 North to Rundberg 

another grocery store at the old Albertson's at Lamar & Braker 

N. Lamar at Braker Lane (several vacant building need new tenants!). 

Braker/North-Lamar intersection area (East side) 

BRAKER AND LAMAR - FORMER ALBERTSONS 

From Karmer to H183 

crockett center 

car wash 

Around the Rundberg/I-35 intersection 

Braker & Lamar 

Replace Crockett Center/Peepers Porn/Med-Spa 

North Lamar and Braker 



would like to see much development north of Rundberg go away, not new 

Redevelop the old. 

BRAKER AND LAMAR 

everywhere from 183 to Kramer 

LAMAR AND RUNDBERG 

Between Rundberg and Braker 

183 TO RUNBERG 

tear down a few of the dollar store strip malls and build something nicer. 

Rundberg and Lamar- consolidating somehow with the Rutland intersection, so that drivers 

have some idea of what is there when they pass this crowded area- now it is confusing and 
inaccessible 

I know its just north of our corridor, BUT the old Albertsons at N.Lamar & Braker should 

become an Alamo Drafthouse (what can we do to persuade them?). 

Strip Center where Side Pocket Pool Hall is 

Rundberg run-down hotels (multi-family apartments would be desirable) 

Probably enough development already 

SE Corner of Lamar and Longspur 

B 

Lamar/Provines 

Small new office/retail at Lamar/Applegate 

Expand answer A to be: any place a bldg or lot is ill-used, or not used... develop that, first. (Or 

redevelop.) 

Rundberg and Lamar (clean it up and put in some trees!) 

just south of Braker to Rutland 

Rundberg/Lamar (all four corners!) 

183/Lamar intersection 

Braker and Lamar 

remove some of the too many cheap bars over the window type stores at any intersection or 
roadway 

between Peyton Gin and Rundberg 

North of Rundberg to Rutland? 

Along Braker between IH 35 and Lamar 

Away from parks and nice green areas 

183 & Lamar 

Braker ln 

rutland 

The intersection at Rundberg is terrible for traffic flow 

just north of 183 on lamar (like the army surplus store area) 

north of 183 

North Lamar and Lanier High access street 

rundburg and lamar 

The ratty shopping centers around Crocket Center 

Rundburg to Georgian 

Does this survey have a hidden agenda? 

Braker and North Lamar 

Lamar at Rundberg to I35 and Rundberg 

BRAKER AND LAMAR - FORMER ANTOINES GAS/CONV. 

rutland 

Lamar between 183 and Rundberg 

Rundberg & Lamar 

Defunct Motels that cater to prostitutes. Put subsidized apts. with play area and daycare 

North Lamar and Palmar 



huge parking lot at NE corner of Lamar and Rundberg 

Didn't fully understand - there is no space for new. 

PAYTON GIN AND LAMAR 

LAMAR AND MASTERSON PASS 

At Grady and Middle Fiskville 

tear down a few strip malls and put in parks 

Rundberg and IH 35- this area is dominated by homeless men, dangerous low-rent motels, and 

careless drivers 

The rundown dollar stores and YMCA lot could be re-vamped into a nice courtyard area 
(transform the asphalt lot into a garden courtyard) and change the businesses into 

restaurant/cafes, unique austin shops, spas, coffee houses 

Crocket Center/El Tiajuana 

Crockett Center 

SE Corner of Lamar and Braker 

C 

Lamar/Braker 

Small new office/retail at Lamar/Grady 

Move the Crockett Center (and the gun show) somewhere else 

the Crockett Center 

Rundberg area 

really entire length needs work even north of Braker 

SW corner of Rundberg. 

Along Lamar Between Rundberg and Kramer 

Replacing abandoned Albertson's lot 

I-35 frontage road 

Rutland 

braker 

All areas that are encouraging prostitution and other crime 

strip mall just south of rundberg/lamar 

bus terminal / 183 and North Lamar 

burnet and braker 

AAA Tires - Oh God!! 

Georgian to Braker 

NO WAL_MART, no HIgh rise buildings 

Lamar at Rundberg to Masterson 

BRAKER EAST OF POST OFFICE 

runberg 

Shopping area on northeast side of Lamar/Rundberg intersection 

All the area in between Rundberg and Braker on Lamar 

Replace vacant lots with family homes between Braker Lane and Rundberg 

Nnorth Lamar and Rutland 

housing project at Jamestown (to make more low-income housing available, not as high 

density retail) 

DONT KNOW 

LAMAR AND PEYTON GIN AREA 

Along Georgian 

tear down a few strip malls and leave the rubble- it would be better than those strip malls. 

Georgian and Powell, Georgian and Wonsley, Georgian and 183 

Get rid of the hideous strip mall traffic burden on the eastside of Lamar from Rundberg to 
Masterson 

Car Wash area across from 7-11 

Build family homes on vacant lots (especially from Ferguson to I-35 



NE corner of Lamar and Braker (formerly Albertson’s)  

 

Question 9.5 
List three locations where you would least like to see new development occur along 
the Corridor.   

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 58 

B 46.4% 28 

C 28.6% 17 

    answered question 58 

    skipped question 36 

A 

north by walnut creek park.. keep it green 

New Office/retail/medical to replace old Sams used for Saxet Gun Show 

where there are trees 

Along Walnut Creek. Leave as much of the wooded borders along the road as possible. It 
reminds folks what this place used to be. 

Past Braker there are some locally owned businesses and restaurants - those are fine 

Walnut Creek Park/greenbelt 

lamar north of braker 

are you kidding-- there is way too much there already 

N/A 

none 

where the chinatown centre is 

lamar and ih 35 

don't know 

create open greens at intervals for gathering, resting where massive parking lots exist now. 

not sure 

requires an answer 

Near parks and green areas 

Rutland & Lamar 

no opinion 

corner of n. lamar and rundberg 

hard to say 

Chinatown seems to be well planned, although there wasn't built with much concern for 

environmental issues (no shade in parking lot, etc) 

asian market 

between rutland & rundberg 

not sure 

Near Lanier High School 

none 

Heron Hollow 

West side Anderson-Fairfield.  East apts. ok 

Area between Rundberg and Masterson Pass 

Rundberg & Lamar 

don't really know! 

A Shopping Center locations where the tenants are doing well 

none as long as it isnt more pawn shops or massage parlors 

Provines Drive at Lamar 

I don't have an answer for this question but the survey required me to put something here.  :) 

Along Braker (West of Lamar) 



BRAKER BETWEEN PARKFIELD AND NORTH PARK 

Payton Gin and N. Lamar 

existing newer establishments 

brownie duplexes 

n/a 

South of Rundberg 

Near existing Family Homes 

North Lamar and Masterson Pass 

anywhere not already paved 

Lamar/Rutland/Rundberg 

N/A 

Chuy's 

LAMAR AT RUTLAND 

Can't think of any 

THE WHOLE CORRIDOR IS HAPHAZARD 

chinatown- already developed. 

neighborhood streets 

Not sure, the entire area is in need of a facelift! 

China Center at Kramer 

Next to family homes 

Chinatown--already developed 

B 

Small new office/retail at Lamar/Applegate 

The stretches of Lamar that are heavily residential: the bit just south of Rundberg, the stretch 

just north of Braker. 

The new library is nice 

RUNDBERG 

To near established neighborhoods where traffic is bad already 

Rundberg & Lamar 

corner of IH 35 AND RUNDBERG 

hard to say 

If "new development" means adding to what's already there, then few places need NEW 

development. If it means replacing existing development, then that strip where Rutland comes 
in needs some planning. 

neighborhoods south of rundberg 

georgian 

near Barrington Elem 

none 

Honestly, it could all use refurbishing 

Chinese shopping center 

Green spaces along Rundberg Lane 

just get rid of some of the cheap businesses 

LAMAR - NORTH OF BRAKER 

Karmaer and N.Lamar 

n/a 

West of Lamar 

anywhere near creek 

N/A 

HOTEL ROW ALONG I-35T 

area where Chuy's is- fairly nice. 

China Center at Braker 

At businesses that are socially responsible, clean, and quiet 



Any green spaces--prefer parkland 

C 

Small new office/retail at Lamar/Grady 

can't think of anywhere else 

Braker between Lamar and I35 

hard to say 

The strip near 183 could use some work. 

rundberg west of 35 and east of lamar 

Near any other public school in area 

none 

Northeast corner at Masterson 

The block where Chuy's is located 

BRAKER BETWEEN LAMAR AND I35 

n/a 

South of 183 

N/A 

area where Hobby town is- has nice little park next to it- it's actually a pretty corner (peyton 
gin/sw corner lamar) 

Maudie's strip center 

NE corner of Lamar and Masterson--good biz’s are in there 

 

Question 9.6 
Do you think there should be more or fewer drive-thru businesses along the 

Corridor? If you  answer “More”, go to question 7. If you answer “Fewer”, go to 
question 8. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

More 0.0% 0 

Fewer 67.9% 40 

No opinion 32.1% 19 

    answered question 59 

    skipped question 35 

 

Question 9.7 
If you answered "More" in question 6, please list three locations where you think 
drive-thru businesses would be most appropriate.  

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 0.0% 0 

B 0.0% 0 

C 0.0% 0 

    answered question 0 

    skipped question 94 

 

Question 9.8 
If you answered “Fewer” in question 6, please list three locations where you think 
drive-thru businesses should be prohibited. 

Answer 
Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 36 



B 67.6% 24 

C 47.1% 17 

    answered question 36 

    skipped question 58 

A 

Rutland 

Lamar/Grady 

In any existing (or planned) development where no other drive-thrus exist; group the puppies. 

no specific location 

lamar north of braker 

major intersection corners-- too dangerous coming in and out 

Near schools 

Lamar and Rundberg 

lamar and ih 35 

everywhere-get people out of their cars 

not sure 

prohibited? no 

remove the taco stands and portable businesses 

around rundbergh 

lamar and rutland corner 

see intersections noted on question 4 

braker and lamar 

Anywhere around Kramer Lane 

Intersections that lead directly into the neighborhood 

rundburg to masterson....too many already! 

Provines Dr. 

From Braker Lane to 183!  Drive-thrus are for lazy people, they waste gas, and pollute our 
planet! 

BRAKER BETWEEN LAMAR AND METRIC 

In front of HEB at Rundberg/Lamar 

We have enough.  They are useful but should not be overdone. 

right at major intersections (Sonic/KFC bad example). put them within shopping center parking 

lots (SnoCone at SW corner of Lamar and Rundberg good example) 

Everywhere 

LAMAR AT RUTLAND 

The biggest objection I have is the in/out traffic.  If traffic enters a main enter/exit area, then 

access drive-thru, then OK 

CAR WASHES ON WEST SIDE AROUND 8000 N LAMAR 

no two in a row of anything. like chicken- we have 5 major chicken chains in 2 blocks. FIVE!! 

Rundberg/ Rutland and N Lamar 

The drive-thru businesses seem to be centralized around Rundberg - just leave them there and 

don't allow permits for those businesses anywhere else. 

Next to Apartments 

Entering drive-thru traffic directly of N. Lamar and blocking traffic 

Within 200 yards of another “drive-thru” 

 
B 

Rundberg 

Lamar/Applegate 

Near schools. Wait, on the other hand, do that: it's easier to catch the kids skipping class, then. 

They're always stupid enough to stop by & get a burger. 

lamar between runberg and braker 



all over, there are just way too many already 

Too close in proximity to each other 

Lamar and Braker 

lamar and rundburg 

around rutland 

lamar and rundberg corner 

rundburg and lamar 

Anywhere near Lamar & 183 

Masterson Pass and Lamar Blvd 

Turner Dr. 

LAMAR NORTH OF BRAKER 

Along Rundberg east of I-35 

Where they will not interfere with N. Lamar traffic 

near death merge/speed chute just north of 183 

LAMAR AT RUNDBERG 

AUTO REPAIR ON E SIDE AROUND 8000 N LAMAR 

in parking lots to larger biz- like HEB 

183 and N Lamar 

Any place that backs up to Single Family Homes 

In parking lot of HEB 

C 

Old Sams used for Saxet Gun Show 

Within some X distance of residential areas: mostly because such businesses tend to keep 

major lighting on all the time. Using black-out shades is annoying just because of rude 
business-neighbors. 

lamar between 183 and braker 

Near traffic lights 

anywhere on Rundberg 

lamar and 183 

around kramer 

braker and I-5 

Anywhere near Lamar and Parmer 

intersections 

Ferguson Dr. 

LAMAR BETWEEN KRAMER AND BRAKER 

n/a 

god- there are just too damn many already. Can we run some of them out when their leases 
are up? 

Georgian and N Lamar 

No more between Thurmond and Longspur 

In parking lot of strip mall 

 

Question 9.9 
Below is a list of potential impacts from additional multi-family housing and/or 
more retail businesses along the Corridor. Please choose three that you are most 

concerned about. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Traffic through adjacent 
neighborhoods. 

51.8% 31 

Commercial “creep” into 

the neighborhoods 
48.2% 27 



Parking in adjacent 

neighborhoods 
23.2% 13 

Noise 28.6% 18 

Trash on streets in 
adjoining neighborhoods 

58.9% 34 

Large buildings adjacent 

to single-family houses 
51.8% 29 

Other (please specify) 32.1% 18 

    answered question 58 

    skipped question 36 

Other (please specify) 

all listed are concerns 

The absolute stupidity of paving over large swathes of land for parking lot use, which just 

exacerbates an already-bad run-off situation (and let's not even get into the question of 

flooding, says the person in the 25-year-flood zone thanks to the local development). 
Development must happen. But for crying out loud, be smarter about the impact and not just 

in terms of traffic. Design the lots better. Protect as many trees as possible, require more tree 
planting, retain/create as much shade, and bonk the heads of businesses with sprinkler 

systems and imported turf. (Or maybe promise to be nice to those that plant native and wisely, 
like Scholtzky's does.) 

Cost.  I am concerned that the neighborhood will become too expensive for the current 

residents. 

crime and loitering 

Trash in all areas not just on adjacent streets. 

Well if the business are of good quality I don't think there would be much concern. However if 

they are of continued poor quality I would be concerned about clientelle, trash, loitering, 

safety, and the overall look and feel of the area. 

no concerns 

Multi-family housing can sometimes lead to increased crime. And, in this particular strip of 
Austin, it has. 

keep business & residence really seperate! 

more crime since the area is barely patrolled as it is 

CONCERN ABOUT THE PROXIMITY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS AND NEW PROPOSED CLINIC 
FOR INDIGENTS.  FEAR THAT THIS WOULD CAUSE AN INCREASE IN NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME 

... NEGATIVE IMPACT ON CHILDEREN WALKING TO/FROM SCHOOL. 

More congestion and even heavier vehicle traffic 

Low income housing = increased crime 

traffic, especially turning, in Lamar 

crime 

Additional pedestrian traffic can lead to a higher crime rate 

CRIMES 

What do you mean by Multi-family housing? (the nice lofts that are being built in central austin, 

or more hideous duplex/fourplexes with trashy tenants like on Brownie street, or more horrible 
apartment complexes)? 

 

Question 9.10 
Would you favor redevelopment of the Corridor that would add a variety of housing 
options (apartments, condominiums, townhouses, etc.) if reasonable steps were 

taken to limit unfavorable impacts on the adjoining neighborhoods—such as the 
impacts listed in question 9? 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 73.2% 42 

No 26.8% 16 



    answered question 58 

    skipped question 36 

 

Question 9.11 
If redevelopment of the Corridor were to include new housing, what form of 

housing do you think would be most appropriate?   

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Single-Family homes 21.4% 13 

Duplexes 3.6% 2 

Apartments 3.6% 2 

Condominiums 10.7% 6 

Townhouses 3.6% 2 

A mix of apartments, 

duplexes, condominiums, and 

townhouses 

23.2% 13 

Other (please specify) 33.9% 20 

    answered question 58 

    skipped question 36 

Other (please specify) 

NO LOW INCOME HOUSING! 

none 

A mix of apt/dup/condo/town AND single-family, so long as there's also a fairly decent range in 
terms of making x% available to lower-income buyers -- bonus points if you can figure out a 

way to encourage development that results in home *ownership*, not "lots of homes bought 

by folks from CA who dream of being slumlords." 

mixed use-- but NOT large apartment complexes 

no opinion 

decent living situations - no 10 people living in small house or apt. - more upscale living 

I would love to see condos, but I don't think the city needs any more. Sell the ones you've 
already built before you keep building more. We don't need a glut of empty or under-valued 

condos. 

retail/living combination buildings 

No housing period! 

mix of single family homes, condominiums and townhouses 

mix... retail & residence......but not sure people living in this area would be able to afford this! 

Leave the housing in the neighborhoods! There's already too much activity on Lamar Blvd. and 

more housing on Lamar would just add to existing problems on the Corridor. 

None of the above 

None 

Not sure how yall are defining these types. I would prefer low (height), dense housing, with 

intervening green space. Keep in mind that families here are large! Three- and four-bedroom 

housing is important. I would like to see designs with higher quality construction, but not so 
many fancy amenities, to get the most value for working families now renting in this 

neighborhood. 

Can our society have neat pleasant affordable housing that won't draw crime and trash?  A mix 

would be best. 

Parking will be an issue when any 2-BD apartment with generate 3-5 cars each 

no HUD or low income developments- we have enough. 

Up scale lofts/green living/energy efficient living - similar to what is being built in the up & 
coming neighborhoods in austin. 

Multi-use condos--moderately priced.  NOT LOW-INCOME HOUSING. 

 



Question 9.12 
Would you favor redevelopment of the Corridor that would add more retail 

businesses, if reasonable steps were taken to limit unfavorable impacts on the 
adjoining neighborhoods—such as the impacts listed in question 9? 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 75.0% 44 

No 25.0% 15 

    answered question 59 

    skipped question 34 

 

Question 9.13 
Do you think that mixed-use developments (e.g. developments including both 

commercial and residential uses in one structure) would be appropriate along the 
Corridor? If yes, continue to question 14. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 62.5% 37 

No 23.2% 15 

No preference 14.3% 8 

    answered question 60 

    skipped question 34 

 

Question 9.14 
If you answered “Yes” to question 13, where along the Corridor do you think 
mixed-use developments would be most appropriate? Please list three locations. 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

A 100.0% 33 

B 60.6% 20 

C 45.5% 15 

    answered question 35 

    skipped question 59 

A 

The majority of the corridor, really. Mixed-use is great IF it's truly mixed, and not just "lots of 
places you'd have to drive to get to, anyway." 

Just past Braker near the Walnut Creek Park 

North of Braker but South of Walnut Creek Park 

lamar between rundberg and braker 

all along Lamar, Braker, Rundberg 

N/A 

Rundberg/Lamar area 

Rundberg 

lamar and rundburg 

Between 183 and Peyton Gin. 

Above Parmer 

Braker & Lamar 

no opinion 

anywhere along there 

north of rutland on lamar 

i would have to go drive and look, but mixed use is good 



not sure 

burnet and lamar 

AAA Tires 

I don't know 

rundburg to masterson 

Rundberg and North Lamar and to the south 

shopping center on SW corner Lamar at Rundberg 

Braker Lane at N. Lamar. 

Along Lamar just north of Rundberg. 

All along the corridor 

housing project at Jamestown ("commercial" meaning things like offices, not high traffic retail) 

Where is the space or is it redeveloping existing?  Not clear? 

Unsure.  It could work.  But, if it doesn't, it will probably make whole situation worse 

se corner of braker/lamar 

Lamar north of 183, Lamar north of Rutland, south of Braker 

Around the Crockett Center 

Strip center where Side Pocket Pool Hall is located 

SE Corner of Lamar and Braker Lane 

Rundberg and Lamar 

B 

It's not whether they're appropriate, so much as whether they're designed intelligently. 

Near the library 

183/Lamar area 

llamar and applegate 

lamar and braker 

North of Rundberg. 

Below Peyton Gin 

anywhere 

near kramer & lamar 

especially given gas prices so can live and walk to where 

braker and lamar 

Crockett Center 

anywhere to get rid of trash businesses! 

shoping center on NE corner Lamar at Rundberg 

n/a 

at corner with Braker, with appropriate planning for traffic impact 

ne corner of same 

Along Rundberg, especially just east and west of IH 35 

YMCA lot 

West side of street between Kramer and Braker 

Palmer and Lamar 

C 

The value of mixed-use is being able to walk/bike to everything in a short distance: groceries, 

post office, bank, movie theater, pastry shop, shoe store. 

Tear down any of the strip centers between 183 and Braker 

St. Johns 

Rundberg area. 

Away from current established residential neighborhoods 

anywhere 

you need to go 

rundburg and lamar 

Shabby shops next to China Center 



No Lamar north of Masterson west side  of street 

n/a 

? 

Corner of Lamar and Rundberg- if it includes multi-level parking 

Trashy duplexes on Brownie St. and Plains Trl. 

Crockett Center/El Tiajuana 

 

Question 9.15 
What do you think is an appropriate height for new developments along the 
Corridor? 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent Response Count 

All new development should not 

be taller than three stories 
anywhere along the Corridor. 

55.4% 33 

Developments taller than three 

stories would be appropriate for 
all of the Corridor 

8.9% 5 

Developments taller than three 

stories would be appropriate for 
some segments of the Corridor, 

depending on how close it is to 
the single-family neighborhoods. 

23.2% 14 

Other (please specify) 12.5% 7 

    
answered 
question 59 

    skipped question 35 

Other (please specify) 

developments taller than three stories would be appropriate if there are measures taken to 
protect the neighborhoods and create a more humane streetscape-- i.e., two stories along the 

streetscape and taller parts set back, ensuring greenspace as part of the development, and 
providing access to better mass transit as part of the development package-- also providing 

parking behind or in garages. 

Why are we playing God?  Let the developers & landowners decide how tall to build their 
buildings. 

No taller than 2 stories 

don't turn our area into "The Domain"!  The Lamar Corridor area is a working class 
neighborhood.  If this kind of development comes in, it would push out existing residents to 

look elsewhere for housing.  North Lamar is the last low/mid income area left in Austin, so 
where would we go??????? 

A 2nd downtown would be nice, if the economy could support it.  Whatever is done, make it 

"nice".  No more low income housing or projects!  No more pawn shops, crummy bars, or auto 
repair shops. 

Two-story development only to retain the sunny outdoor atmosphere of the area. 

It would be appropriate to have taller buildings at the 183 corners, consistent with what is on 

183 closer to IH-35 (although it would be bad to lose the low-income housing at NE corner of 

183 and Lamar). Also, if there were a property where the taller building could be well back 
from the road ad well as from the neighborhood behind it. (Again, like the office buildings on 

183 near IH-35). 

 

 

 

 



Question 10.1 (Identity) 
Does North Lamar Boulevard have a positive or a negative identity? 

Answer 

Options Response Percent Response Count 

Positive 1.8% 2 

Negative 91.1% 54 

No opinion 7.1% 4 

    answered question 60 

    skipped question 34 

 

Question 10.2 
Choose or list three defining features such as notable structures, geography, or 
land uses along the corridor of North Lamar that establish its identity. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Unique local businesses 14.3% 9 

Iconic local business 
(Chinatown Shopping Center, 

Chuy’s, etc) 

46.4% 28 

Regional shopping 5.4% 4 

The number of car lots 39.3% 22 

Narrow or non-existent 

sidewalks 
51.8% 31 

The variety of retail outlets 14.3% 8 

Good roadway for cars and 

little else 
44.6% 28 

Other (please specify) 41.1% 24 

    answered question 58 

    skipped question 34 

Other (please specify) 

The crime - people all over town know Lamar and Rundberg for the "goods and services" one 

can obtain there. 

Crime! Danger! 

agian its a bad image to have bars over windows and cheap looking stores 

elevated crime rate 

Fast food outlets and chain drugstores. 

Well I think the unkept, dirty, and unsightly Rundberg stripmalls have created the negative 

identity of the north Lamar corridor. If we were to clean up the length of Lamar between 
Runberg and Parmer our area would have a completely different identity 

Poor quality businesses, not unique businesses, businesses who do not keep up areas 

Alternative transportation route to I-35 

area of low-end storage facility buildings everywhere, as there's a lot of desperate people in 
the area, and this all paints the picture of the whole flavor of the strip, ie, POVERTY is the main 

identity of that area, everyone in Austin knows this. 

Rundburg and all that that name signifies (prostitution, crime, murder, etc) 

bars on businesses (negative), taquerias that spring up at night (positive), cheat ugly rundown 

apartments (negative) 

The really bad looking businesses like AAA Tire and the Taco shacks 

Unattractive, crowded  businesses on lots with wall-to wall paving and no landscaping.  
Haphazard jumble. 

just poor run down cheap area of Austin!   Nothing good about this area!  lot of 



traffic....shortcut to other areas of city! 

a lot of people who may or may not live on the street, possible crime areas, unsafe area with 

noted prostitution and drug use in neighborhoods 

Low income elements, fast food, billboards, and car-lots give the North Lamar a sort-of "Tacky" 
identity, which I've heard said from out-of-towners too. 

1. the little curve along the creek, where the original settlement was. 

2. variety of groceries! (HEB for standard stuff, two butcher shops with actual butchers, halal, 
Indian, bakery outlet, mexican herbs, huge east asian) 

3. variety of people! just strolling down the street (just imagine if it were safe and pleasant to 
stroll!) 

Cheap poor quality reatil stores and food.  Not enough quality and variety for my demographic.  

I only need so much Mexican, Tex-Mex and Asian food.  And I don't eat fast food often. 

trashy retail strip centers 

OVERALL APPEARANCES ARE BECOMING EYESORES. NOTHING APPEALING. 

fast food overload. 

congestion with lots of uninsured drivers 
sketchy taco trucks everywhere. 

I have lived in Austin all my life- age 50. I believe if you asked most Austinites, new or older, 

what is on N Lamar (even north of 2222) they would have no idea- and this includes the 
people who live here. Businesses, structures and geography on N Lamar are unremarkable, 

unattractive, does not contribute to community life and changes often. These are the markings 
of poverty and lack of community concern for an area easy to ignore. There are no businesses 

I frequent in the area; I drive into town for what I need. 

It's known for its poor hispanic and transient population with multiple crimes. 

It is currently the area known for fast food and un-insured drivers.  I’ve also heard it called the 

“barrio.” 

 

Question 10.3 
In a brief phrase or a single word, how would you describe the overall character of 

North Lamar Corridor? Please choose five options. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Funky 1.8% 1 

Needs 
Improvement 

58.9% 36 

Special 0.0% 0 

Automobile-

oriented 
32.1% 19 

Unpolished 19.6% 11 

Quaint 0.0% 0 

Disjointed 19.6% 11 

Messy 30.4% 18 

Chaotic 26.8% 16 

Perfect 0.0% 0 

Congested 35.7% 21 

Precious 0.0% 0 

Ugly 39.3% 22 

Active 8.9% 5 

Vital 3.6% 2 

Problematic 23.2% 13 

Eclectic 8.9% 5 

Busy 19.6% 13 

Dated 16.1% 9 



Popular 0.0% 0 

Cluttered 37.5% 21 

Dynamic 0.0% 0 

Has potential 35.7% 21 

Divided 3.6% 2 

Pedestrian-friendly 0.0% 0 

Diverse 17.9% 10 

Dangerous 42.9% 25 

Convenient 10.7% 8 

Gritty 10.7% 6 

Scenic 0.0% 0 

Vibrant 0.0% 0 

In Transition 8.9% 6 

Other (please 

specify) 
17.9% 10 

    answered question 59 

    skipped question 35 

Other (please specify) 

Hard to pick just one. The character and identity it has  overall is a negative one.  I am a real 
estate agent who lives and works in this area and whenever I show homes in this corridor 

people's first reaction is that it is not safe and that a place where they would want to raise their 

family. (bad schools, no place to walk and play with safety concersn) 

Junky 

cluttered, run down no signature style 

more areas like ChinaTown would help! 

Note:  there are no less than FIVE auto-parts stores within walking distance of each other! 
 

This can be good and bad, but in this respect it's somewhat automobile-oriented, and there's 
already too much traffic. 

Too many unemployed people with no job skills and uneducated for the workplace. 

Welcome Mat to the America Dream 

Look at the difference between this corridor in the 80's versus now. 

SKANKY 

See comment in number 2 above 

 


